CT verification of isocentre relocatability using stereotactic mask fixation system.
This study introduces a non-invasive method based on computed tomography (CT) verification to ensure patients are accurately positioned before fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy. It enables quality control of mask positioning with reference to the CT images of the treatment plan. A mask system, together with a dental impression moulded mouth bite, was used for patient immobilisation. In order to facilitate relevant image comparison, special alignment during CT localisation was discussed in the study. The accuracy of patient set-up was studied by assessing the isocentre position in relation to the patient's anatomical structure. The planning CT images were applied as a reference and the study was applied to 261 cranial applications. The results show that the mean and the maximum overall displacements at the isocentre were 0.7 and 2.5 mm, respectively. The mean and the maximum rotational displacement in the axial plane were 0.56 degrees and 2 degrees, respectively. The mean translational displacement and rotational displacement were close to zero when considering the direction of movement. The results indicate that the systematic error of the mask system and the verification method are minimal. Advantages of this technique include the simple set-up, three-dimensional quantification and short study time (10-15 min). It is therefore practical to implement on a routine basis. Investigation of the ability to relocate the mask is also recommended to justify the required safety margin between the clinical and planning target volumes.